REPORTING TITLE IX INCIDENTS DURING INTERNSHIP

In case of emergency CALL 911

INCIDENT

Do you want to talk to someone?

DO YOU WANT TO REPORT THE INCIDENT?

YES

It's okay to be unsure. We encourage you to get support.

NO

UNSURE

Even if you don't report the incident, these resources are here for you.

CRIMINAL REPORTING OPTIONS
EMERGENCIES 911
CALL LOCAL POLICE DEPARTMENT

TITLE IX REPORTING OPTIONS
titleix@csu.full.edu
707-654-1480
Incident Report/Complaint Form
Criminal and Title IX processes can be conducted simultaneously.

You can contact the Title IX Coordinator for information regarding:
REPORTING OPTIONS
SUPPORATIVE MEASURES
HEALTH SERVICES
CHANGES TO ASSIGNMENT
RETURN TO CAMPUS OPTIONS
Use safe codeword if necessary.

COMPLAINT PROCESS
(When report is filed)

1. COMPLAINT REVIEW at Campus
2. CAMPUS COLLABORATION WITH EMPLOYER on Next Steps
3. COMPLAINT OUTCOME based on Employer's Policy

NO

Respondent found responsible?

YES

WE ARE HERE TO SUPPORT YOU

CONFIDENTIAL RESOURCES
EXTERNAL
SafeQuest Solano Crisis Hotline
866-487-7233
Weave, Inc. Support Line
916-920-2952
NEWS Hotline
707-256-6397

INTERNAL
Counseling
707-654-1170
Cal Maritime Confidential Advocate
707-724-9806
weave@csu.full.edu

Campus will maintain statistics by employer for further action.

EMPLOYER'S CONDUCT PROCESS Takes Over